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Figure S1. Accuracy of GO annotations by COFACTOR and the control methods at different
sequence identity cut-offs on a test set of 1,224 non-redundant proteins. (A) molecular
function (MF); (B) biological process (BP); (C) cellular component (CC). Accuracy is
evaluated by maximum F-measure (Fmax). No sequence identity cut-off is imposed on Naïve,
as it is not relevant. ‘structure’ represents the structure-based pipeline used in the former
version of COFACTOR server (Roy et al, Nucleic Acid Res, 40: W471-7, 2012) but based on
the new template database; ‘sequence’ and ‘PPI’ represent the newly developed sequenceand PPI-based pipelines; ‘COFACTOR’ represents the consensus prediction combining the
‘structure’, ‘sequence’, and ‘PPI’ pipelines used in the current server. Only GO terms
annotated by UniProt-GOA with experimental evidence codes (EXP, IDA, IMP, IGI, IEP,
TAS, or IC) are taken as ‘gold standards’. All parent GO terms of annotated GO terms are
also considered annotations of each target. For the predicted GO terms, all their parent terms
are recursively propagated toward the root such that each parent term receives the highest
confidence score among its children terms. The root term of the three GO aspects and the
extremely common ‘protein binding’ term are excluded. The corresponding precision and
recall values are listed in Table S1.

Figure S2. Accuracy of EC number prediction by COFACTOR and the control methods at
30% sequence identity cut-off. Accuracy is evaluated by maximum F-measure (Fmax). The
BLAST and PSIBLAST baseline methods are implemented as in Figure S1, but use the same
EC library as COFACTOR.

Figure S3. An illustrative example of ligand binding site prediction on chain C of the
GDPRan-NTF2 complex (PDB ID: 1a2k). Red: native ligand GDP. Green: residues correctly
predicted (TP). Magenta: residues incorrectly predicted (FP). Yellow: native binding site
residues that are not predicted (FN). The prediction is evaluated by Mathews Correlation
Coefficient (MCC). The definition of binding site is the same as that used in the communitywide CASP experiment (Schmidt et al, Proteins, 79: 126-136, 2011), i.e., a residue is defined
as a binding site if it has at least one atom whose distance from the closest ligand atom is
within 0.5 Å plus the sum of the van der Waals radii of the two atoms.

Figure S4. Enrichment factor of ligand binding site prediction by COFACTOR at different
confidence score cut-offs over simply picking pockets on the protein structure using the
Fpocket program.

Figure S5. Illustrative examples of COFACTOR webserver output for (A) structures that are
structurally closest to the query structure (B) predicted Enzyme Commission numbers, and (C)
predicted ligand-binding sites. The images are same as those in Figures 3A, C, D of the main
text, but with a higher resolution.

Figure S6. Illustrative examples of COFACTOR webserver output for Gene Ontology (GO)
term prediction. The three panels correspond to the three aspects of GO terms: Molecular
Function (MF), Biological Process (BP), and Cellular Component (CC). The images are same
as those in Figure 3B of the main text, but with a higher resolution.

Table S1. Precision, Recall, and F-measure for GO annotations by COFACTOR and the
control methods at different sequence identity cut-offs on a test set of 1,224 non-redundant
proteins. Precision, Recall and F-measure (Fmax) are reported for Cscore cut-offs at which
the maximum F-measure is obtained. ‘structure’, ‘sequence’ and ‘PPI’ refers to the individual
structure, sequence and PPI based pipelines in COFACTOR, with ‘structure’ corresponding
to the original COFACTOR server (Roy et al, Nucleic Acid Res, 40: W471-7, 2012).
‘COFACTOR’ refers to consensus prediction that combines the three pipelines, as used in the
new version of the COFACTOR server. ‘Naïve’ refers to the baseline method in which a GO
term is scored with the relative frequency of this term in Swiss-Prot over all annotated
proteins.

